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Aman Singh Bhogal is a multi-disciplined Front End Developer and UI Engineer who has worked 
with clients for over 3 years to take projects from initial conception to final production and 
deploying websites across shared and managed hosting systems. coming from a wordpress 
design and development background, aman transitioned into ui engineering, which focuses on 
designing ui wireframes and developing these into front-end applications using react / next.js.



Aman works laterally across both design and development, offering full web services to 
projects which considers all elements at every stage. This ensures a unified, consistent vision 
and considers key brand communication and personality throughout, with an artistic eye for 
design and sound developer practice. He communicates extensively with clients, ensuring 
transparency and building rapport during and after project launch.



He also provides consultations, mentoring and advice for other designers and developers.

about



The concepts and approach to each design 
are rooted in three fundamental pillars:
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sometimes, rules have to be broken. if we carried on 
creating what we’ve always created, we will end up 
with what we’ve always had. trends come and go. 
critical thinking and acumen stays.

boldness
things which are simple need not be basic. by 
incorporating simplistic interface designs with 
modern aestheticism and maintaining coherence 
throughout, a brand can still communicate its 
message in an efficient way to its customers.

elegance
strong ui is, and should always be, user-centered by 
nature. we are emotive beings, and we gravitate 
towards the mediums which provoke something 
within us. leveraging this is what helps to create a 
memorable brand.

humanism
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services
AMAN offers bespoke individual services and package offers. 
To receive a non-obligatory quote, please email:

business@amansinghbhogal.com. 

development

figma → react/Next.js 

single page applications (spa)

website migration

wordpress optimisation

dns record & domain management

consulting

branding

advice & mentoring

design

logos & branding

low-fidelity wireframes & sketches

high-fidelity wireframes/mockups/templates

mailto:business@amansinghbhogal.com
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tools

figma

adobe ai

adobe psd

adobe xd

next.js

react

js

sass

webpack

ci/cd
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testimonials

We are very happy with the website. It is very beautiful and meets 
our stated requirements well. He is extremely meticulous and very 
keen to provide a high quality of work. He is very responsive to 
requests and demonstrated a high degree of flexibility. He has a 
very good eye for design. I would recommend Aman highly.

Aman did a wonderful job in designing the new website for KMC 
Birmingham. From producing prototypes to final implementation 
and post live support, Aman was involved in all aspects of the 
life cycle. Aman was a delight to work with, happy to take on 
board suggestions and committed to building a quality product. 
Highly recommend him.

I have always found him to deeply care about every project he has 
been working on. He researches it thoroughly and tries to always 
do the best possible job having really thought through his 
course of action. Aman is a really kind, sincere and very 
respectful person; a pleasure to work with. I wouldn't hesitate to 
recommend him.

Gen Kelsang Leksang

Client

KMC Birmingham

roland jones

education programme 
co-ordinator

kmc swansea

gen kelsang lhasang

education programme 
co-ordinator

kmc birmingham
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contact

linkedin

github

email

https://www.linkedin.com/in/amansinghbhogal/
https://github.com/asbhogal
mailto:business@amansinghbhogal.com
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